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ON RECOGNIZABLE SUBSETS OF FREE PARTIALLY 
COMMUTATIVE MONOIDS 
Y. METIVIER 
U.E.R. de Mathtmatiques et d’lnformatique, Uniuersit& de Bordeaux I, 33405 Talence, France 
Abstract. We show that, in a free partially abelian monoid generated by a finite alphabet A, the 
subset [X] of A* containing all the words equivalent to a word of X is recognizable if X is 
recognizable and if any iterative factor h has a connected noncommutation graph. 
0. Introduction 
A free partially commutative monoid is a monoid generated by a finite alphabet 
A where every relation is of the form ab - ba (a and b belong to A). These monoids 
are considered as a model for studying problems occurring in parallelism, in 
particular, problems of control of parallelism: several processes compute indepen- 
dently (this authorizes concurrency) and can share resources. 
Two operations commute if the result of the computation does not depend on 
the order of their executions. 
FlC and Roucairol [8] have considered a finite set of words X = {x,, . . . , x,} 
constructed from disjoint alphabets such that every two letters occurring in the same 
word do not commute. They have shown, under this hypothesis, that the subset 
[X*] of A* containing all words equivalent to a product of words of X is recog- 
nizable. 
Cori and Perrin have established combinatorial properties of commutations. They 
have shown that if X is a recognizable set such that any word x in X is single in 
its equivalence class, then [X*] is recognizable [6, 121. 
It is undecidable to determine whether the closure of a recognizable set is still 
recognizable. In this paper we provide a sufficient condition for the recognizability 
of the closure; and we show the decidability of this condition. More precisely, we 
show that if X is a recognizable subset of A such that, for any iterative factor h, 
the graph whose vertices are letters of h and whose edges are the pairs of letters 
which do not commute is connected, then the set of words equivalent to at least 
one word of X is recognizable. 
1. Free partially commutative monoids 
1.1. Basic dejinitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet, we denote by A* the set of all words over A. Let w 
be a word, the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word w will be denoted 
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by 1~1, and the subset of A formed by the letters actually occurring in w by 
alph(w): alph( w) = {a E A ( 1 WI, 2 l}. 
A partial commutation over A* is a congruence generated by a symmetric and 
irreflexive relation 19 on A. More precisely, let 6 be a binary relation on the set A. 
We suppose that 8 is irreflexive and symmetric. For two letters a, b we denote 
ab - ba whenever (a, b) belongs to 8. 
Two words u and v are congruent, denoted by u - u, if there exist words w, , . . . , wk 
such that w, = u, wk = v and, for each i (l< i < k), wi =fiabf,, wi+, =f,baf, with 
(a, b) E 6. 
We denote by M(A, 6) the quotient of A* by the congruence -. M(A, 6) is 
called the free partially commutative monoid generated by A with respect to the relation 
6. 
Let - be a partial commutation over A*; for x in A*, the congruence class of x 
modulo 6 is [x] = {y E A* 1 y-x}. This notation is extended to subset of A* by 
Xc A*, [X] = {y E A* [3x E X and y-x}. The set [X] is called the closure of X 
modulo 19. 
The noncommutation graph associated with a subset B of A, denoted by (B, 6), 
is very useful; it is defined by 
- its vertices are the letters of B, 
- its edges correspond to noncommuting pairs of letters. 
Sometimes, instead of saying (alph(x), 8) is connected, for short, we will say x is 
connected. 
Let us first review some basic facts concerning recognizable sets and rational sets. 
Given a monoid M, a subset X of M is said to be recognizable if the family of sets 
{u-‘X 1 u E M} is finite, where u-’ X denotes the subset of M defined by C’X = 
{v E M 1 UZI E X}. The class of recognizable subsets of M is denoted by Ret(M). 
The family of rational subsets of M, denoted Rat(M), is the least family of subsets 
of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) @ER,{m}ERVmEM, 
(2) A,BERJAuB and ABER, 
(3) AERJA*=U_,A”ER. 
Kleene’s theorem asserts that if M is free and finitely generated, then the rational 
sets are precisely the recognizable sets. 
Let X be a recognizable set, a word h is said to be an iterative factor if 
3x, E A* 3x, E A* such that x,h*x2C X. 
1.2. Free partially commutative monoids and words 
In this section, we give basic results about equivalent words. The first one is a 
characterization of equivalent words. For any subset B of A, we denote by rB(u) 
the projection of the word u on B” which is obtained by erasing all letters which 
are not in B. If B = {a, b}, then rB will also be denoted by $ra,b. 
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Proposition 1.1 (Cori and Perrin [6]). Let u and v be two words ofA*; then u - v if 
and only if 
(i) Vu E A: /uI, = Iv],, 
(ii) V(a, b)& 6: ~=,~(u) = ~~,~(v). 
The following proposition is of great help in order to build the set [xl. First we 
define a directed graph T(x) associated to a word x. The word x may be considered 
as a mapping of (1,. . . , m} in A, where m is the length of x; then T(x) is the 
directed graph the vertices of which are the numbers (1,. . . , m} and the arcs are 
given by the couples (i,j) such that i < j and (x(i), x(j)) EY 6. A total order <cT on 
the set of vertices is said to be compatible with T(x) if, for all arcs (i, j) of T(x), 
i <<,j. For any order <<, such that i, <V iZ <<, . . . <r i,, we define the word x(u) = 
x(i,)x(&) . . . x(i,) and we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.2 (Cori and MCtivier [7]). The set of words equivalent to x is the set 
of x(u) for the orders cfl compatible with T(x). 
The last proposition characterizes the solutions of the equation xy-zt, and 
furthermore, it is useful in the proofs about recognizability. We say that two words 
u and ZJ absolutely commute, denoted by u C 2) if alph( u) x alph( v) c 6. 
Proposition 1.3 (Cori and Perrin [6]). Let x, y, z and t be words of A*; then, xy - zt 
if and only if x - uv, y - rs, z - ur and t - us for some words u, v, r and s with v C r. 
2. Recognizable sets in commutation monoids 
In this section we prove our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. If X is a recognizable subset of A* such that each iterative factor of X 
has a connected noncommutation graph, then the closure of X is recognizable. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Let cp be the natural morphism of A* into M(A, 6), let X be a subset of A*; 
one has [X] = cp-‘(q(X)). Furthermore, q is surjective; thus we can state the 
following remark. 
Remark 2.2. [X] E Rec(A*) a p(X) E Rec(M(A, cp)). 
There is a well-known family of partially commutative monoids, the family 
obtained by the Cartesian product of free monoids. From this family we deduce the 
following remark. 
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Remark 2.3 (Berstel and Bertoni, Mauri and Sabadini [3,4]). It is undecidable to 
determine whether the closure of a recognizable subset of A* is recognizable. 
Remark 2.3 results from the following classical theorem: Let A and B be two 
alphabets and let X E Rat(A* x B”); it is then undecidable to determine whether X 
is recognizable. 
In order to study the recognizability of the closure of elements of Rec(A*), we 
consider the closure of properties under rational operations: union, product and 
star operations. First, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4 (Cori and Perrin [6]). Let X and Y be such that [X] and [Y] belong 
to Rec(A*); then [Xu Y] and [XY] belong to Rec(A*) 
2.2. Closure under star operation 
We show the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a recognizable subset of A* such that [X] = X and, for any 
word x ofX, (alph(x), 8) is connected; then [X*] is recognizable. 
We need two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 2.6. Let u, v, v’ be words satisfying the following properties: 
(i) (alph(uv), 8) is connected, 
(ii) v’ C v; 
then alph( v’) # alph( u). 
Proof. If (alph(uv), 8) is connected, then there exist a E alph( v) and b E alph( u) 
such that (a, b) g 6. But v’ C v thus b g alph( v’), i.e., alph( v’) # alph( u). 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a subset of A* such that [X] = X and t/x E X: (alph(x), 8) is 
connected; then the product uv of two words of A* belongs to [X*] if and only if 
3na0,yi,ziEX* (Osisn) andu,v,EA* (l<isn) with 
(1) YO~lYlU2.~~ UYn - 4 
(2) zov*z~v~. . . z&z, - v, 
(3) uivi E x, 
(4) zi C (“i+lYi+* . . . %Y,) (0s is n), 
(5) vi C (yiui+, . . . u,y,) (1 S is n), 
(6) alph(u,)#alph(u,) (lSi<jGn). 
Proof. This condition is obviously sufficient. 
Conversely, we can use an induction on the minimal integer k such that uv E [X”]. 
If k = 0 there is nothing to do. 
Otherwise, there exist x E X, y E Xk-’ such that uv - xy. By Proposition 1.3, x -pq, 
y - p’q’, u - pp’, v - qq’ and q C p’ for some words p, p’, q and q’. 
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As p’q’E [Xkm’], by the induction hypothesis, 3n 2 1,3y,, zi E X* (1 s i< n) and 
q,q~A* (2~isn) with 
(1) Y,%.Y2%. . . %Yn -If> 
(2) Z,U2Z2U~. .  t&z, -q’, 
(3) U$jEX (2sisn), 
(4) Z, C (%+lYi+l . . . %J,) (1 G is n), 
(5) zli C (yiUi+l . . . U,y,) (2G is n), 
(6) alph( u,) f alph( u,) (2s i <j c n). 
Furthermore, [X] = X thus pq E X. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: p=l; then qeX. We havep’-u and qq’-u. Let z=qz,, qz,EX* and 
qCp’; then zC(u,y,... u,y,) and we find the lemma with z instead of z,. 
Case 2: q = 1. Let y = py, and we take y instead of y, . 
Case 3: p # 1 and q # 1. The graph (alph( pq, 6) is connected and Vi: q C Ui; by 
Lemma 2.6, Vi: alph(p) # alph(ui). Let u, = p, v, = q, y, = z. = 1; this yields the 
desired decomposition. As alph( u,) # alph( u,), we have n s Card(A). 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let Y = [X*]; we now prove that the family {u-, Y 1 u E A*} 
is finite. Let u be defined by Vu E A*: a(u) is the family of 3n-tuples: 
(alph(u,), u;,X, alph(y,), . . . , aW(u,), ui’x, abhh)) 
with 
(1) YO~lYl . . . UnYn - 4 
(2) y,EX* (OGiGn), 
(3) ui E At and alph( ui) # alph(t+) (1 G i <j s n). 
The set X is recognizable, A is finite and n < Card(A); consequently, the family 
{a(u) 1 u E A*} is is finite. 
Next we prove that Vu, t E A*: r(u) = a( t)=+u-’ Y = t-’ Y. Assume V(U) = a(t) 
and uu E Y; we prove that tv E Y. Since uu E Y, by Lemma 2.7, 
y,u,y, . . . u,y, - u and z,,zl,z, . . . v,z, - v 
(with conditions (l)-(6)). Since U(U) = a(t), t - x,,t,x, . . t,,x, with xi E X”, 
alph(xi) = alph(y;), t:‘X = u;,X, alph( ti) = alph( ui). Since uiv, E X and 
t;‘x = u;‘x, it follows that tp, E X. Furthermore, zi C ( ui+,xi+, . . . x,t,) 
and alph(u,+, . . . u,Y,) = alph(t,+, . . . &x,), thus z, c Cti+lXt+l . . tnXn) and 
ZIi c (Xi&,, . . . t,x,); then tu E Y. Thus the proposition has been proved. Cl 
Note that this proposition has been obtained by successive generalizations of 
previous results in 18, 6, 71. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we use the notion of starheight of a rational set; let us 
recall this notion: Let M be a monoid, and define inductively sets Rat,(M) c 
Rat,(M) c. . . by 
l X E RatJ M) if X is a finite subset of M, 
l X E Ratk+,( M) if X is a finite union of sets of the form Y, Y, . . . Y,, where either 
Y, is a singleton or Y = 27 for some 2, E Rat,(M). 
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We have Rat(M)=U,,,Rat,(M). The sets in Ratk(M)\Ratk_,(M) are said to 
have starheight k. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We use an induction on the starheight of X. The result is 
obvious if X E RatJA”). 
Let X E Rat,+,(A*). Thus X is a finite union of sets X, . . . X,, where X, is either 
a singleton or has the form YF, Yi havin g starheight less than or equal to k. 
By Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show that [Xi] is recognizable for any i. If Xi is 
a singleton, this is true. Otherwise, X, = Y”; any iterative factor of Y, is an iterative 
factor of X, thus any iterative factor of Yi has a connected noncommutation graph, 
and, by the induction hypothesis, [ Yi] is recognizable. Furthermore, any element y 
of Y, is an iterative factor of X, thus y has a connected noncommutation graph; 
consequently, by Proposition 2.5 [[ Yi]*] is recognizable. 0 
Let X be recognizable set, there exists an effective procedure for deciding whether 
X has connected iterative factors. Indeed, we prove that the alphabets of iterative 
factors are equal to the alphabets of the loops in the minimal automaton recognizing 
X. Then it suffices to compute the alphabets of the loops using the McNaughton 
and Yamada algorithm [lo]. 
Proposition 2.8. Let X E Rec(A*) and let A be the minimal automaton recognizing 
X; the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) every iterative factor of X has a connected noncommutation graph, 
(ii) the alphabet of any loop of A has a connected graph. 
Proof. The implication (i)*(ii) is obvious. 
We prove (ii)+(i). Let A = (A, Q, go, F, 6) where Q is the finite set of states, go 
is the initial state, F is the set of final states and 6 is the next-state function 
(6 : Q x A + 0). Let x be an iterative factor of X; then there exist two words x, and 
x2 such that x1x*x2 c X. Let (f;) be the sequence of words such that f; is left factor 
of x,x* and If;1 = 1X,(+ i (iz0). C onsider the sequence (6(qo,f;)). Q is finite, thus 
3j~Q 3n,pEN, 3x3,x4,x5,x6~A* such that 
l xxx4 = xgxg = x, 
l @90, x,x”x,) =j, 
l a( go, x,xnx3x4xPx5) = j. 
Thus there exists a loop c verifying alph(c) = alph(x). If (ii) holds, we deduce that 
(alph(x), 8) is connected. I7 
3. Commentaries 
First we give an example such that X has no a connected iterative factor but [X] 
is recognizable. 
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Example 3.1 
A = {a, b, c} 6 = {(u, b), (b, u), (u, c), (c, u), (b, c), (c, b)I, 
and X=(b+c)*a(bc)*. We have bc is not connected and [X]=(b+c)*a(b+c)* 
is recognizable. 
If we consider a lexicographic order on A*, we can definne the smallest lexico- 
graphic element in each congruence class, denoted by Inf(x) (x E A*). The set of 
words in lexicographic normal form of a set X is denoted by Inf(X). There exists 
a characterization of the smallest lexicographic element in each congruence class 
[2]: w = Inf( w) if and only if, for each factorization w = w,bw,uw, and a < b, there 
exists a letter c E alph( bw,) such that (a, c) @ 6. 
If C, denotes the set of letters which commute with a, we have 
Inf(A*) = A*\ I._, U A*bCzuA*. 
atA h>o, 
htC, 
Thus, Inf(A*) is recognizable. 
Ochmanski [13] has shown the following result. 
Theorem 3.2 (Ochmanski [ 131). The closure of a recognizable set X is recognizable if 
and only if Inf(X) is recognizable. 
Proof. Note that we can prove this result of Ochmanski using Theorem 2.1. The 
proof of this theorem also needs the following lemma ([13, Lemma 4.21). 
Lemma 3.3. Zf w = Inf( w) and w is not connected, then ww # Inf( ww). 
From this lemma we deduce that if Inf(X) is recognizable, then any iterative 
factor of Inf(X) is connected; by Theorem 2.1, [Inf(X)] = [X] is recognizable. 
Conversely, if [X] is recognizable Inf(X) = Inf(A*) n [X] is also rcognizable. 0 
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